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A polyomino is defined as a plane geometric figure made up of one or more
equal squares joined edge to edge; polyominoes appear in pop culture as
playing pieces in the games of Dominoes and Tetris. We are studying poly-
ominoes that can tile rectangles with two copies, where two polyominoes are
considered the same if they differ by a rotation. Our results allow us to
count the number of polyominoes that can tile a rectangle with dimensions
2N ×2M or 2N + 1×2M with only two copies, where M and N are positive
integers. Notice that this excludes rectangles with odd dimensions since we
need to have an even number of blocks in the rectangle in order to tile it with
two copies. The process of counting these polyominoes involves matching dif-
ferent polyomino shapes with integer sequences. These integer sequences are
constructed by counting the number of blocks that occur in each column of
a polyomino. In many cases, a polyomino can be represented by more than
one integer sequence; this occurs when a polyomino can be represented by
a weakly increasing or weakly decreasing integer sequence. We will build
toward a method of counting all of the repeated shapes using lattice paths in
order to discard these excess shapes from our total count. This will then be
used to enumerate all polyominoes that can tile a rectangle of any specified
dimension using two copies.
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